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[1] Observations show that concentric eyewalls may lead
to the formation of an annular hurricane (AH), but available
radar and satellite images provide very limited information.
By using the cloud-resolved Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF) model, the transformation from a nonAH to an AH through a concentric eyewall replacement
cycle is simulated under a resting environment. The
simulated hurricane experiences three distinct stages: the
formation of a secondary eyewall, the eyewall replacement
and the formation of an AH. The simulated eyewall
succession and accompanying intensity change are
qualitatively consistent with observations. The bottom-up
mixing of the elevated PV in the concentric eyewalls leads
to the formation of an AH. The time of the transition from
concentric eyewalls to the AH is less than 24 hours,
suggesting that the concentric eyewall replacement is an
efficient route to AH formation. The results demonstrate
potential capability of the WRF model to predict concentric
eyewall cycles, the formation of AHs and associated
intensity changes. Citation: Zhou, X., and B. Wang (2009),
From concentric eyewall to annular hurricane: A numerical study
with the cloud-resolved WRF model, Geophys. Res. Lett., 36,
L03802, doi:10.1029/2008GL036854.

1. Introduction
[2] While the hurricane tracks can now be predicted with
fidelity, the improvement of intensity forecast has been very
limited over the past few decades. The primary reason for
the slow improvement is associated with the difficulties in
discerning and simulating the details of storm inner core.
Recently, particular attentions have been focused on the
formation of concentric eyewalls and annular hurricanes
(AH) due to their distinctive features and close connections
with hurricane intensity [Houze et al., 2007; Knaff et al.,
2003, 2008].
[3] Concentric eyewalls usually refer to two or more
eyewalls nearly concentric to the storm center. They are
very common in the intense hurricanes. Over 50% of all
tropical cyclones (TCs) attaining at least 60 m/s wind
speeds undergo the concentric eyewall replacement cycle
[Hawkins et al., 2006]. In these hurricanes the asymmetric
outer rainbands form their own convective ring (secondary
eyewall) in coincidence with a local tangential wind maximum around the pre-existing eyewall [Willoughby et al.,
1982]. The secondary eyewall robs the inner eyewall of its
needed moisture and angular momentum [Samsury and
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Zipser, 1995] and creates hostile conditions to the inner
eyewall [Barnes et al., 1983; Rozoff et al., 2008]. As a result
the inner eyewall weakens and is eventually replaced by the
outer eyewall. A weakening followed by a reintensification
usually accompanies the eyewall replacement cycle. The
large intensity fluctuation is a challenge for forecasters.
[4] Knaff et al. [2003] introduced a new category of
tropical cyclones called annular hurricanes (AH) based on
infrared satellite images and aircraft reconnaissance data.
An AH, just as its name implies, is an annulus (large
‘‘circle’’). It has a wide and nearly axially symmetric eyewall, a large circular eye, little or no rain bands outside the
ring, and high intensity. The occurrence of AH is rare (about
4% of all hurricanes). Of particular interest is that AHs tend
to persist, even when encountering the environmental conditions that can easily dissipate most other hurricanes. As a
result, AHs pose an interesting challenge when forecasting
hurricane intensity.
[5] Over the past years, there have been improvements in
our ability to observe concentric eyewalls and AHs through
in-situ means and by remote sensing [e.g., Houze et al.,
2007]. Observations shows that concentric eyewalls can
lead to the formation of an AH [Kossin and Sitkowski,
2009]. For instance, the annular hurricane Daniel (2006)
over the Eastern Pacific started out with a small eye (http://
www.nrlmry.navy.mil/tc_pages/tc_home.html). It presents
prominent annular structures after the concentric eyewall
replacement [Knaff et al., 2008]. However, the detailed
transformation processes have not been understood.
[6] Some efforts have been made in the numerical modeling of the formation of concentric eyewall or AHs, but not
the potential linkage between these two specific eyewall
features. For example, the recent high-resolution numerical
simulations in concentric eyewalls by Houze et al. [2007],
Terwey and Montgomery [2008] are very encouraging,
although prediction of the timing and intensity modulation
due to eyewall replacement remains problematic. Wang
[2008] studied the formation of an AH with a full-physical
model in a resting environment. The interaction between the
inner spiral rainband and the eyewall is attributed to
formation of an annular hurricane, but the transition took
96 hr, which is much longer than observed (24 hr). The fast
transition to AHs as observed remains elusive.
[7] The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model
has been extensively used in both the hurricane operational
forecast and research. However the concentric eyewall
replacement cycle has not been simulated by this model.
This paper reports that the WRF model is capable of
simulating the succession of concentric eyewall replacement. More interestingly, we found the concentric eyewall
replacement lead to the formation of an AH, and this
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eter settings for the initial vortex are identical to that
described by Ge et al. [2008].

3. Results

Figure 1. Time series of the maximum wind speed at the
surface (m/s) simulated by the WRF model. Green thin lines
denote three phases in the eyewall replacement cycle. Open
circles correspond to the time in Figures 3 and 4.
formation process takes less than 24 hours, which is similar
to the observed rapid formation [Knaff et al., 2003].

2. Experimental Design
[8] The WRF model used in this study is quadrupely
nested with two-way interaction. The horizontal resolutions
are 54, 18, 6, and 2 km respectively with 28 levels in the
vertical. The Kain-Fritch convective scheme was applied in
the two outermost meshes, and only explicit cloud scheme
was used in the two inner meshes.
[9] The model is initialized with an axisymmetric cyclonic vortex on an f plane located at 18°N in a quiescent
environment with a constant sea surface temperature of
29°C. The initial cyclonic vortex has a maximum surface
wind speed of 15 m/s at a radius of 150 km and the wind
speed decreases with height. The mass and thermodynamic
fields were obtained by solving the nonlinear balance
equation for the given tangential wind field. All the param-

[10] The vortex spins up rapidly in the first 48 hr and then
reaches a relatively steady state with a maximum wind
speed of 60 m/s (not shown). The storm begins weakening
at 120 hr but reintensifies from 126 hr to 138 hr (Figure 1).
The maximum wind reaches about 65 m/s with a significant
fluctuation. As we shall see latter, the weakening and
reintensification of the storm are associated with the formation of a secondary eyewall, the eyewall replacement and
the eventual formation of an AH.
[11] The simulated life cycle of the concentric eyewalls
consists of three distinctive phases (Figure 2), which corresponds well to the intensity changes shown in Figure 1. In
phase I (108– 120 hr), the storm intensity remains almost
constant. New convection outside the eyewall emerges at
about 140 km away from the hurricane center as evidenced
by the axially symmetric upward motion. It moves inward
and amplifies rapidly at the end of the first stage in the
vicinity of the 70 km at radius (Figure 2a). In Phase II
(120– 126 hr) the intensity drops from 65 m/s to 57 m/s
(Figure 1). The storm exhibits two deep convective
updrafts. With time the inner convective updraft becomes
thinner and weaker and the outer one becomes broader and
stronger. On the other hand, the outer periphery of the
700 hPa wind speed exceeding 60 m/s expands rapidly from
65 km to 90 km. Figure 2b shows that a secondary
tangential wind maximum corresponding to the secondary
eyewall develops outside the inner eyewall. It becomes
nearly as strong as the old eyewall at the end of the
replacement. Furthermore the radial gradient of the tangential wind reduces significantly. In phase III (126– 138 hr),
the old eyewall vanishes and the new eyewall dominates.
The radius of the maximum wind (RMW) changes from
40 km to 70 km as a result of the eyewall replacement. With

Figure 2. (a) Radius-time Hovmoller diagrams of the azimuthal mean vertical velocity in 500 hPa (shading, cm/s) and
tangential velocity in 700 hPa (contour, m/s). (b) Tangential wind profile in 700 hPa during the phase II normalized by the
maximum wind.
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Figure 3. Simulated rainwater distributions (0.1 g/kg) in 550 hPa at (a) 115 hr, (b) 120 hr, (c) 125 hr and (d) 138 hr.
the contraction and strengthening of the new eyewall, the
storm increases the maximum winds from 57 m/s at 126 hr
to 67 m/s at 138 hr (Figure 1). Similar to the most observed
concentric eyewalls [Willoughby et al., 1982], the new
eyewall contracts slightly but does not fully reduce to the
size of the original eyewall.
[12] A sequence of storm structures during the different
stages of the concentric eyewall cycle is shown in Figure 3.
The original eyewall is a thin annulus of high rainwater
concentration (Figure 3a). Outside the eyewall are active
convective cells organized into several loosely defined
spiral rainbands. Figure 3b shows that a large spiral rainband, usually referred to as a principal rainband, spirals into
and connects to the eyewall. Thereafter the spiral arrangement of convection becomes a convective ring (Figure 3c).
Note that the storm starts to weaken (120 hr) prior to the
formation of the secondary eyewall from the principal
rainband. It indicates that the spiral rainband with vigorous
convection acts as a partial barrier creating hostile conditions to the inner eyewall [Barnes et al., 1983]. It plays a
similar role as the secondary eyewall in the destruction of
the inner eyewall. Figure 3d illustrated that the storm
contains all typical characteristics of an AH after the eyewall replacement: quasi-axisymmetric structures, a largesize eye, a thick eyewall, fewer major spiral rainbands, as
well as high intensity.
[13] In an effort to better view the eyewall evolution, the
radial-vertical cross section of the azimuthally mean tan-

gential wind and vertical velocity is illustrated in Figure 4.
Apparently the outer eyewall presents a larger outward
vertical tilt than the inner one’s. Similar characteristic is
documented in Hurricane Rita (2005) during Hurricane
Rainband and Intensity Change Experiment (RAINEX).
The dual-Doppler storm-relative winds derived from Electra
Doppler radar (ELDORA) show the deep updraft of the
secondary eyewall in Hurricane Rita (2005) has much larger
outward tilt in the vertical [Houze et al., 2007, Figure 2d].
In addition, Figure 4 illustrates that the appearance of the
secondary convective maximum precedes that of the secondary wind maximum. A closer look will show that the
local outer wind maximum primarily present in the lower to
middle troposphere at the radius outside of the secondary
convection maximum. Two separated wind peaks are absent
near the surface despite of the small radial tangential wind
gradient.
[14] Convections in the secondary eyewall typically contain a well-defined tangential wind maximum, analogous to
the peak winds in the inner eyewall. The two tangential
wind maxima are associated with relatively enhanced vorticity so that the radial gradient of vorticity changes the sign
at least twice from the central vortex to the outer eyewall.
When the moat between the inner and outer ring is sufficiently narrow, the barotropic instability may occur (referred
as type II instability by Kossin et al. [2000]). Since the outer
eyewall has larger outward tilt with height, the moat
between the two eyewall is relatively narrow near the
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Figure 4. Simulated radius-vertical distributions of azimuthal mean vertical velocity (shading, cm/s) and tangential wind
(contour, m/s) at (a) 115 hr, (b) 120 hr, (c) 125 hr and (d) 138 hr.
surface. The nonlinear mixing between concentric eyewalls
would result into the absence of two separated wind maxima
near the surface. By examining the radius-vertical distributions of azimuthally averaged potential vorticity (PV), it is
found that the PV mixing between concentric eyewalls is
evidence (Figure 5). The enhanced PV in the inner and outer
eyewall mixes gradually from the lower to the upper level
during and after the eyewall replacement. The bottom-up
mixing eventually forms a wide enhanced PV region, thus
the weak radial shear of the tangential wind from the lower
to upper troposphere. Figure 2b shows that the tangential
wind profile in 700hPa becomes much flatter after the

eyewall replacement. Corresponding to the low differential
rotational speed, the thickness of the new eyewall is almost
double the original one (Figure 4a). Apparently, the sufficient PV mixing between the concentric eyewalls contributes to the formation of the wide annular eyewall.

4. Summary and Discussion
[15] Recent observations show that annular hurricanes
may form after an eyewall replacement cycle but radar and
satellite images provide very limited information and little is
known about how they form and evolve. The present

Figure 5. Simulated radius-vertical distributions of potential vorticity (0.1 PVU) during and after the eyewall
replacement.
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modelling study shows that this type of inner-core processes
can be simulated with the high-resolution (2 km) WRF
model. In a resting environment on a constant f plane, the
storm undergoes the formation of the concentric eyewall,
the eyewall replacement, and ends up with an annular
hurricane. The simulated replacement process is very similar to the conventional concentric eyewall cycle previously
studied [Willoughby et al., 1982]. The storm evolves into an
AH within 24 hours after the eyewall replacement. This fast
formation is consistent with the observation [Knaff et al.,
2003]. The results suggest that the concentric eyewall is an
efficient route to form an AH. Evidence is shown that the
AH formation is related to the significant mixing of the
enhanced PV in the concentric. Several issues related to
the eyewall processes simulated in the model are further
discussed as follows.
[16] The concentric eyewall replacement often coincides
with a weakening of hurricane intensity, but by no means
necessarily. The associated intensity change and the time of
eyewall replacement vary with cases [Willoughby et al.,
1982]. For example, the appearance of the concentric eyewall in Hurricane Anita (1977) only marks the end of a
deepening phase, but an abrupt decrease in maximum wind
speed as large as 46 m/s is detected in Typhoon Sarah
(1956). By summarizing several cases of concentric eyewall, Willoughby [1995] addressed that the timing required
for a cycling of weakening and reintensification can range
from a few hours to more than a day. In our case the eyewall
replacement process is quite fast (about 6 hr) and there is no
dramatic intensity fluctuation (8 – 10 m/s). On the other
hand, a vigorous secondary eyewall develops rapidly and
becomes quite intense at the end of the replacement. The
abrupt development of the outer eyewall likely leads to a
quick replacement and a little intensity change. To provide
accurate intensity forecasts, attentions should be paid not
only on whether the secondary eyewalls form or not, but
also the strength and radial locations of the secondary
eyewall.
[17] Theoretical understanding for the formation of AH is
still in infancy. Knaff et al., [2003] investigated the environmental conditions favorable for AHs. Wang’s [2008]
numerical study shows that the inward contraction of the
inner spiral rainband forms an AH, but the transition from
the non-AH to the annular one was slow and gradual (96
hr). Our study suggests that secondary eyewall replacement
may be another route for the rapid formation of an AH.
However, not all hurricanes with concentric eyewalls turn
into an AH. The evidence in this study shows that the PV
mixing between concentric eyewalls due to barotropic
instability likely lead to the formation of a AH. Thus an
important consideration probably is how close the secondary eyewall is likely to initiate to the inner eyewall. Further
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observational investigations are required to examine the
dependence of the formation of a AH on the radial location
of the secondary eyewall. Admittedly, the large-scale environment could play a role in the formation of secondary
eyewall as well as AH, but they are not considered in the
present study.
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